
Vocab ReView

SaMPLe QUeSTioN 

Directions: In this part of the test, you will answer three questions. For each question, begin responding immediately 
after you hear a beep. No preparation time is provided. You will have 15 seconds to respond to Questions 5 and 6 
and 30 seconds to respond to Question 7.

Imagine that an American marketing firm is doing research in your country. You have agreed to participate in a 
telephone interview about health.

Question 5
what sport can you do to stay healthy?

Question 6

How often should you visit your doctor?

Question 7

Describe the best ways to stay healthy.
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RESPONSE TIME

00:00:30

RESPONSE TIME

00:00:15

RESPONSE TIME

00:00:15



Test Tactic 5: Organizing Opinion questions

To answer “Opinion” type Question 7, it is important to form an opinion quickly, apart from using question  
restatements and introduction phrases in your response; “Let’s see. What do I think about using plastic bags? Well, I 
don’t think we should … ”

Your opinion can be ‘for’ ( I really think that we should …), or ‘against’ ( I don’t think we should …).
Think of some reasons to support your opinion. You could also add some opposing points if you can think of any, in 
which case don’t forget to conclude your response with your own opinion.

Test Tactic 6: Organizing Description questions

To answer “Describe” type Question 7, begin with an introduction sentence that says what you are describing and  
includes key words from the question. You could use conditionals; “Well, if I have to describe my favorite TV  
program, I would say that…”
Give a reason why you chose this item. Describe it, giving as much information as you can. Use plenty of adjectives.

More Practice

 Do you think that violence on TV influences some young people to engage in violent behavior?
 Describe your favorite TV program.

DICTATION 

1.  When you drive or walk, do you get ……………… by advertisements on buses or ………………..?
2.  Does TV make a person …………….?
3.  If you could design a new television show to ……………….  ……………., what kind of show would it be?
4.  Does violence on TV influence some young people to engage in ………………  ………………..?
5.  Who is the most ……………….. politician in your country?
6.  It’s a great city ― the only ……………… is the weather.
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